
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

THE ONLY COMFORT IS TORAH 
Tisha B’av 5776/ Issue 90  

By Rabbi Dov Keilson 
A number of years ago, I sat down to learn 

something after I broke my fast on Motzai Tisha B’av, 

and I immediately felt a certain feeling of relief and joy 

as I learned. I called up my Rebbe, Rav Moshe Lieber 

Shlita to help me analyze the source of my simcha. He 

told me that I B’H was zoche to appreciate at that 

moment the core of our greatest comfort in Golus - the 

Torah itself. 

When the very sad day of Tisha B’av comes to an 

end, there is always a question that seems to dangle in the  

background - what now? What comfort can there be going 

further if the Beis Hamikdosh is still not here? What can 

Shabbos Nachamu even mean to us if nothing has 

changed once Tisha B’av has passed?   

 On Tisha B’av 5755, during the inspiring Tisha 

B’av program sponsored by Achiezer, Rav Elysha 

Horowitz Shlita relayed an incredible schmooze on this 

subject.  He explained, quoting the Arizal, that just as 

Hashem placed nechama within the tochacha of the 

Torah, He also placed nechama within the entire Megilas 

Eichah; as Eichah is written following the order of the 

‘alef-bais’. This actually alludes to the holy Torah that is 

written with the letters of the alef-bais. The understanding 

is that our greatest comfort within the darkness of golus – 

is the Torah itself. 

 This, Rabbi Horowitz explained, is brought out 

beautifully in the words that we say on Yom Kippur, 

during the last moments of neilah: “Hu’ir 

Hakodesh…Vichol Machmadeha tivuos uginuzos, viain 

lunu shiyur rak haTorah hazos”The holy city…and all her 

treasures have been buried and hidden- and there is 

nothing left besides for this Torah.” 

What is the depth behind the juxtaposition of 

these concepts? First we speak about the lost treasures of 

the holy city of Yerushalayim, and then we continue with 

the fact that all that remains for us is the Torah? Rav 

Simcha Bunim of Peshischa explains: The treasures of 

Yerushalayim have actually been buried within the Torah 

itself. 

Rabbi Horowitz then added that when Yaakov 

Avinu went to Charan, he was going into the first golus in 

the history of our people. At that time the Torah says that 

‘he lay down in that place’. The language of the Torah is  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Vayishkav.” The Seforim explain that hidden 

within this one word is really a hint to two words: 

“Viyaish Chof- Bais - and there is twenty two.” This 

Rabbi Horowitz explained once again alludes to the 

twenty two letters of Alef-Bais. The Torah is hinting to us 

that even though Yaakov Avinu is entering the darkness 

of Golus Mitzrayim there is a great nechama in the fact 

that the twenty two letters of the Torah will always be 

with them - even in Galus. 

This is brought out incredibly in the words of 

Dovid Hamelech inn Tehillim: “Zos Nechamasi 

Biunyi…Mitorascha lo nutisi;” This is my comfort in my 

anguish...from Your Torah I have not turned away…” 

As an added vital point, Rabbi Horowitz brought 

a fundamental understanding of a difficult Halacha: Why 

is it that if meat is prohibited during the nine days due to 

the churban Beis Hamikdosh, if one makes a siyum on a 

portion of Torah, meat is permitted at the celebratory 

meal? What has changed? The Avnei Nezer explains: The 

Gemara tells us that after the Beis Hamikdosh was 

destroyed Hashem has kaviyochul not found a place to 

rest His Shechinah except within the “Dalet amos (four 

cubit squares)” of Halacha (i.e. Torah). This means that 

when a person learns Torah, he creates a “resting place” 

for Hashem’s Shechinah! Therefore, if a person makes a 

siyum on Torah, he is even allowed to eat meat because 

in a sense the Churban did not reach the actual learning of 

Torah!  

From all of the above we learn an unbelievable 

perspective to have for Tisha B’Av and an answer to our 

questions above: Tisha B’Av is the most mournful day of 

the year and the loss that we are crying over is 

indescribable. At the same time, the sadness of a Jew 

must never be that of despair and hopelessness. On the 

contrary, it must be filled with hope and yearning for 

Geulah and with the keen realization that even in this 

long, and dark galus, Hashem has never left us alone. Just 

as His Torah is still with us throughout, He too has been 

and will always be by our side for all eternity..BSD 

 

Divrei Torah and Mussar on the Yomim Tovim             
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